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At Make-Up Designory (MUD), creating honest make-up 

products and providing quality education has been our 

passion for the past decade, and we plan to stay loyal to 

that tradition. That’s what makes us different from other 

make-up brands. We conduct rigorous testing for our MUD 

line of products through industry experts and up-and-

coming make-up artists at our highly regarded schools in 

Los Angeles and New York, to ensure we meet professional 

standards for today and tomorrow.

So whether you dare to be different, prefer polished and 

professional or simply want an all-natural look, MUD 

promises quality, long-lasting wearability, flawless 

application and radiantly accurate color. With our systematic 

lines, precision tools, how-to guides and insider tips, we’ve 

eliminated the frustrating guesswork. Just simple, smart, 

versatile make-up. No wonder MUD has been the expert 

choice of make-up professionals for the past decade.

an educated approach to make-up.™
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for flawless make-up application: 

Work from the top of the face to the 

bottom, including around the eyes 

(above and below) and the crevices 

around the nose. Always blend down 

the neck to avoid demarcation lines.

face*
CREAM FOUNDATION

DUAL FINISH PRESSED MINERAL POWDER
BRONZER

CORRECTOR
LOOSE POWDER
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CREAM FOUNDATION
The Basics: From a sheer natural look to a flawless full-coverage finish, 
these versatile Cream Foundations are easy to apply and hold up 
beautifully under the most extreme conditions. Formulated for ultra- 
smooth blending and application. Find your perfect match and use it  
alone, or blend colors like the pros to achieve a specific skin tone.  

Quick Study: 
· For oily skin, dampen the sponge 
· Use with MUD Face Primer for a sheer finish 
· Always blend down onto the neck to avoid demarcation lines

Tool School: 
· Use a MUD Professional Make-up Sponge for fast and easy coverage  
· Use #940 Foundation Brush for a sheer, flawless finish

DUAL FINISH PRESSED MINERAL POWDER
The Basics: A lightweight pressed powder foundation that can be applied 
wet or dry to create a silky, smooth finish. Use dry for a soft matte look or 
damp for more coverage. The lightweight, talc-free formula works beautifully 
with all skin tones. 

Quick Study: 
· Use dry for a sheer finish 
· Use wet for more coverage  
· Use to set foundation on the eyelid before applying MUD Eye Color

Tool School: 
· Use #720 Powder Brush for a sheer dry application 
· Use a MUD Professional Make-up Sponge for wet or dry application 
· Use #340 Large Oval Brush to set foundation on eyelids

 

BRONZER
The Basics: Sheer pressed powder Bronzers add a warm glow to any skin 
tone. Dust lightly over the entire face for just a hint of color or intensify application 
to create more dramatic effects. The perfect finishing touch for any look. 

Quick Study: 
· Use the matte Bronzer for dry contouring 
· Use the shimmer Bronzer to brighten 
· Mix with MUD Cheek Color to create a custom color on the cheeks

Tool School: 
· Use #720 Powder Brush to dust all over the face, shoulders and chest 
· Use #700 Cheek Contour Brush to contour the cheekbones and jaw line 
· Use #710 Powder Blush Brush to apply Bronzer to cheeks

WB 2 WB 3 WB 4 WB 5 CB 2 CB 3 CB 4 CB 5

DW 5DC 5GY 3GY 2GY 1YG 3YG 2YG 1

DFL 1 DFL 2 DFM 1 DFM 2 DFD 1 DFD 2

SUNSHINE
(SHIMMER)

ENDLESS
SUMMER

(MATTE)
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CORRECTOR
The Basics: Creamy, pigment rich correctors designed to conceal and 
camouflage skin imperfections. The ultimate coverup for scars, blemishes, 
birthmarks or dark under-eye circles. Blend with Make-Up Designory’s 
Cream Foundations for a flawless, full coverage make-up.

Quick Study: 
· Blend with MUD Cream Foundation to achieve natural color 
· Apply in the inner corners to brighten tired eyes

Tool School: 
· Use #930 Corrector Brush or #920 Angle Liner Brush for tight, hard to reach areas 
· Use #400 Narrow Flat Brush for under eyes 
· Use #340 Large Oval Brush to conceal large areas of skin

 
Quick Study: 
· Use on medium-dark to very dark skin tones to even out unwanted dark areas  
· For minor corrections, try mixing into MUD Cream Foundation first; then apply onto the skin 
· For darker pigmentation, apply directly to the discolored area prior to MUD Cream  
  Foundation; blend well 

Color Theory: 
· May be used as a cream cheek color

LOOSE POWDER
The Basics: A finely-milled Loose Powder that creates a beautifully soft, 
smooth finish. So ultra-light, it stays on the skin’s surface without set-
tling into fine lines. The silky-smooth formula applies evenly and comes 
in a spectrum of delicate tones from no color at all to a deep, rich brown. 
Perfect for setting foundation. A must-have to conquer shine.

Quick Study: 
· Use over MUD Cream Foundation to set color 
· Use alone to eliminate shine  
· Use to set MUD Cream Foundation on the eyelid before applying Eye Color

Tool School: 
· Use #720 Powder Brush for light dusting 
· Use #340 Large Oval Brush to set foundation on eyelids 
· Apply with a powder puff for a matte finish

BLUE 
CORRECTOR

#2 

DEEP BROWN
CORRECTOR

ZERO
(COLORLESS)

SHELL BUTTERCREAM DESERT SUEDE

BLUE 
CORRECTOR

#1 

BLUE 
CORRECTOR

#3 

BLUE 
CORRECTOR

#4 

RED
CORRECTOR

#1 

RED
CORRECTOR

#2 

RED
CORRECTOR

#3 
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EYE COLOR
EYE PENCIL
BROW FIX
MASCARA
CAKE EYELINER

eyes*

creating lift to the eyes:  

Stop Eye Color at the outer corner 

to avoid the appearance of droopy 

eyes. For extra brightness, apply a 

small amount of a light Eye Color in 

the inner corners of the eyes. Keep 

the colors subtle for extra lift.
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INDIVIDUAL COMPACT

PALETTE REFILL

EYE COLOR
The Basics: Vibrant and silky Eye Colors, lushly rich with pigments for long-
lasting color. Specially formulated with superior ingredients tested by make-up 
professionals. The unique velvet consistency allows these versatile shadows 
to glide on smoothly and evenly – wet or dry. Mix and match to create an 
amazing variety of new colors and looks – from natural to dramatic. Go wet 
for more intense, long-lasting color or to use as eyeliner. 

Quick Study: 
· Wet the brush to create a defined liner 
· Use Eye Color dry as a liner for a subtle, natural look 
· To avoid drooping eyes, don’t allow the Eye Color to exceed past the outer corner of the eye

Tool School: 
· Use #330 Shadow Fluff Brush for a brilliant sweep of color on the entire lid 
· Use #330, #350 or #800 Brush to blend and define the crease 
· Use the fine sharp angle of #210 Angle Liner Brush to apply along upper and lower lash lines      
 as a liner or to achieve natural hair strokes on eyebrows 
· Use #810 Smudger Brush to smudge or smoke out eyeliner or crease color 
· Use #320 Oval Shadow Brush to apply to the center of the lid 
· Use #300 or #350 Brush to blend and highlight the brow bone

EYE PENCIL
The Basics: Versatile Eye Pencils soft enough to line the eyes, yet firm 
enough to define brows. Color glides on effortlessly, whether lining eyes 
precisely or shaping and filling in brows. Available in natural, pigment-rich 
colors to complement every skin tone. 

Quick Study: 
· Use to define brows by creating natural hair strokes 
· Smudge out with a brush for a natural eyeliner 
· Layer two colors to create a unique look

Tool School: 
·  Use a MUD Pencil Sharpener before each use to create a defined line 
· Use #210 Angle Liner Brush to soften the liner

M
AT

TE BONE APRICOT WHEAT CHAMOIS TAUPECANYON ESPRESSOSIENNA
(DEMI-MATTE)

ORCHID CONCORD BERRYWOOD SMOKED 
SAPPHIRE

ONYX

S
H

IM
M

E
R

ICE HONEYSUCKLE DULCE DE 
LECHE

DAISY SUNSET SUNFLOWER FIREBRICK CAJUN 
SPICE

BRONZED SPANISH 
GOLD

GALAXY BROWNSTONE

OPAL
SKY

SUGARED
VIOLET

VOODOO MIDNIGHT TINSEL GRAPHITE

CASHMERE PIXIE PINK
GRAPEFRUIT

POMEGRANATE

PINK
ILLUSION

VINEYARD

SHAMROCK PACIFIC TEA
TREE

MOSS

TAUPE AUBURN RICH 
BROWN

BLACK BLACK 
FOREST

VINTAGE
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BROW FIX
The Basics: Keep brows groomed and gorgeous with Brow Fix. This  
non-flaking gel formula sweeps on with a brush applicator for maximum 
precision and convenience. Squeezable tube is ideal for use in a  
professional make-up kit, or to create sleek brows on the go.

Quick Study: 
· For smooth, well-tamed eyebrows, follow the natural direction of hair growth  
· May also be applied with a disposable mascara wand 
· For a custom, polished look, fill in eyebrows with MUD Eye Pencil or Eye Color before applying Brow Fix

Tool School: 

·  Use #210 Angle Liner Brush for a precise, even application

MASCARA
The Basics: Award-winning Cream and Volumizing Mascaras, rich in  
pigment for even coverage and lush with fiber to maximize and lengthen 
for super-volumizing results. Brush applicator allows ultra-smooth application 
and control for individual users, whether creating a subtle daytime look  
or glamorous evening eyes. Squeezable tube is ideal for professionals  
and everyday use.

Quick Study: 
· For maximum effect, curl lashes before applying 
· For thicker lashes, apply two layers of Mascara

Tool School: 
·  Use #500 Mascara Brush to avoid clumping and for the hard to reach inner corner lashes

 

CAKE EYELINER
The Basics: A long-lasting, water-activated liner known for its precision 
and versatility. The make-up experts’ choice that’s perfect for everyday 
use. Create subtle or dramatic looks effortlessly with this professional-
quality eyeliner. Go from a super fine line for everyday wear to a thicker  
line for more intensity.

Quick Study: 
· For an even application, wet the brush first then dip and roll into Cake Eyeliner 
· For a thin line, use only the tip of the brush and very little pressure; for a thicker line, apply more  
 pressure to the brush 
· Allow liner to dry completely before fully opening the eye

Tool School: 
·  Use #100 Round Liner Brush, #210 Angle Liner Brush or #900 Round Liner Brush for a  
 precise, even application

BLACK

CLEAR

BROWN BLACK
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cheeks*

for a natural cheek: 

Choose soft colors and apply in the  

center of the cheek-bone, laying the 

brush flat against the cheek rather 

than pushing the bristles directly 

onto the skin.

CHEEK COLOR
COLOR CREME
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CHEEK COLOR
The Basics: Versatile powder Cheek Colors formulated with pigment-rich 
ingredients for a smooth, even finish. Available in a spectrum of beautiful 
colors – from soft and natural to bright and bold – that will add warmth 
and intensity to all skin tones.

Quick Study: 
· Mix colors to create a custom look  
· Dust sheer colors all over the face for a warm glow

Tool School: 
· Use #710 Powder Blush Brush for application to the cheeks 
· Use #700 Cheek Contour Brush for cheekbone definition 
· Use #720 Powder Brush for all over the face glow 
· Use #340 Large Oval Brush for highlight color above the cheeks

COLOR CREME
The Basics: Sheer, non-greasy cheek and lip colors that add a fresh glow 
to the skin. Use alone to create natural warmth or over foundation for 
a colorful finish. Creates glowing color that appears to radiate naturally 
through the skin. 

Quick Study: 
· Apply over MUD Cream Foundation; set with Loose Powder for a matte finish 
· Excellent on dry, mature, or textured skin 
· Can be used on lips with a touch of MUD Lip Gloss for a natural effect

Tool School: 
· Use #340 Large Oval Brush for sweeping onto the cheeks 
· Use a MUD Professional Make-up Sponge for concentrated color 
· If using on lips, pre-load #310s Portable Lip Brush for touch-ups throughout the day

INDIVIDUAL COMPACT

PALETTE REFILL

LEMON CREAM
(HIGHLIGHT)

WARM 
BISQUE

ROSE 
PETAL

BUBBLEGUM COOL
MAUVE

BERRY POPPY GARNET

GLOW SOFT PEACH PUMPKIN ROSE
BEIGE

RUSSET BRICK GINGERBREAD

TULIP SWEET 
CHEEKS

SUN 
ROSE
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SHEER LIPSTICK
SATIN LIPSTICK
LIP PENCIL
LIP GLOSS
LIP GLAZE

lips*

to avoid bleeding lip color: 

Use a sharp Lip Pencil to outline the 

lips. Choose a matching Lipstick or  

Lip Gloss to fill in the lip. Avoid  

placing any lip color over the lip line.
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SHEER LIPSTICK
The Basics: Luscious Sheer Lipsticks in an array of translucent colors to 
complement any skin tone, from extra-light to rich and dark. Ultra-emollient 
formula leaves lips feeling soft and supple. 

Quick Study: 
· Line with a MUD Lip Pencil for definition 
· Top off with MUD Lip Gloss for added intensity and shine 
· Mix colors and formulas to create custom looks

Tool School: 
· Use #310 Lip Brush for a flawless application 
· Pre-load #310s Portable Lip Brush for touch-ups throughout the day

SATIN LIPSTICK
The Basics: Luxurious Satin Lipsticks with emollient-rich, non-drying  
formula that leaves lips feeling soft, smooth and supple. Provides  
long-lasting color with a smooth, opaque matte finish. Available in an 
elegant selection of lush, deep colors.

Quick Study: 
· Line with a MUD Lip Pencil for definition 
· Top off with MUD Lip Gloss for added intensity and shine 
· Mix colors and formulas to create custom looks

Tool School: 
· Use #310 Lip Brush for a flawless application 
· Pre-load #310s Portable Lip Brush for touch-ups throughout the day

EGGPLANT
(EXTRA SHEER)

JUST 
PEACHY

MAI TAI MUDSLIDE PINK 
TWINKLE

ROSE 
CLAY

SANDY 
BEACH

STARGAZER

BLACKBERRY HAVANA LADY BUG RUSTIC
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LIP PENCIL
The Basics: Pigment-rich Lip Pencils soft enough to shade the entire lip, 
yet firm enough to line and define with precision. The long-lasting color 
glides on easily to complement Make-Up Designory’s luscious lipsticks 
and glosses. Creamy enough to mix colors and create your own shade.

Quick Study: 
· Top off with MUD Lip Gloss and Lipsticks for added intensity 
· Pencil in the entire lip for lasting color

Tool School: 
· Use a MUD Pencil Sharpener before each use to create a defined line

LIP GLOSS
The Basics: Rich, luminous Lip Glosses that leave lips feeling smooth and 
hydrated with radiant shine. They glide on easily, never leaving lips feeling 
sticky or heavy. Use these slick glosses alone for a sheer wash of color or 
layer over lipstick to enhance the shade. 

Quick Study: 
· Layer over a MUD Lip Pencil or Lipstick for durable color 
· May be used alone for natural, luscious lips 
· May be applied with a lip brush or fingertips

Tool School: 
· Use #310 Lip Brush for a flawless application 
· Pre-load #310s Portable Lip Brush for touch-ups throughout the day 

LIP GLAZE
The Basics: Light, emollient Lip Glazes deliver a burst of sheer, glossy 
color that’s smooth and never sticky. Stash the squeezable tube in a 
handbag for a quick sweep of color on the go, or use a brush for more 
precise application.

Quick Study: 
· Layer over a MUD Lipstick for added shine and richness 
· Use with a MUD Lip Pencil for more defined lips 
· May be used alone for natural, luscious lips

Tool School: 
· Use #310 Lip Brush for a flawless application

NATURAL MAUVE BRICK MAHOGANY RED

SHINE
(CLEAR)

BARE

ICED 
LATTE

MAGNOLIA CANTALOUPE

PINK 
FREEZE

CUPID SPICY

HENNA

MAPLE

JAVA
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skin 
care*
FACE PRIMER
MAKE-UP REMOVER TOWELETTES

preparing the face for 

make-up: Preparing the skin 

prior to make-up application is 

essential. Skin should be clean 

and properly hydrated for 

maximum results.
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FACE PRIMER
The Basics: Lightweight gel Face Primer works beauti-
fully with Cream Foundations to create a flawless, 
long-lasting finish. Apply directly to the skin prior to 
foundation using a sponge or fingertips to create an 
extra smooth surface or mix into foundation for a 
creamier consistency.

Quick Study: 
· If necessary, moisturize the skin prior to application 
· For an extra sheer finish, add more primer

MAKE-UP REMOVER TOWELETTES 
(40 TOWELETTES)

The Basics: These refreshing towelettes leave skin 
feeling clean while removing all traces of make-up. 
No water necessary. Convenient resealable packet 
keeps towelettes moist and ready for use. Perfect 
for life on the go. 

Quick Study: 
· Dispose of towelette in normal domestic waste – DO NOT FLUSH 
· If product gets into eyes, rinse thoroughly with water
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tools*
TRAVEL BRUSH CASE
COSMETIC BAG
PROFESSIONAL MAKE-UP SPONGE
BRUSHES
PENCIL SHARPENER

choosing the right brush: Powder 

products such as Bronzers should be 

applied with a large soft powder brush, 

while Correctors are best applied with 

brushes designed to reach smaller, 

tighter areas. Choosing the right brush 

will improve the overall application.
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TRAVEL BRUSH CASE
The Basics: Now you can take your favorite make-up brushes wherever 
you go. This sleek, envelope-style travel brush pouch has been custom 
designed to hold MUD travel size brushes, including the 210S, 300S, 
310S, 330S, 710S, 800S and 810 series.* The lightweight yet durable 
black microfiber material wipes clean, and the convenient magnetic  
closure keeps brushes in place during transit.
* Note: Brushes are sold separately

 

COSMETIC BAG
The Basics: Keep personal make-up supplies organized with this sturdy 
cosmetic bag. It’s perfectly sized to hold professional length make-up 
brushes, MUD’s Eye and Cheek Color Palettes and Travel Brush Case, 
and small enough to fit into a purse, gym tote or travel bag. Durable black 
microfiber material is easy to clean, and ideal for everyday use. 

 

PENCIL SHARPENER
The Basics: Creates the perfect point for lip and eye pencils. Metal blade 
works smoothly and easily with precision. Convenient cleaning stick helps 
to remove product from blade and inside sharpener.

PROFESSIONAL MAKE-UP SPONGE (12 PRE-CUT SPONGES)

The Basics: Create a flawless look effortlessly with these specially  
designed, disposable Professional Make-up Sponges. Unique shape  
offers extra surfaces and density keeps cream products from absorbing 
into sponge. Use wet or dry for smooth, even application.

Quick Study: 
· For oily skin, dampen sponge when applying MUD Cream Foundation  
· Use to apply MUD Color Creme for concentrated color application  
· Trim edges to cover tight or hard-to-reach areas

21
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EYES

FACE/EYES

FACE/EYES

FACE /EYES

SFX/EYES

Fine, tapered point is ideal for creating extremely thin lines 
when using cream or cake products 
 
 
 
 
 
Tapered point allows for a precise, even application 

 
 
 
Fine, sharp angle is perfect for creating precise, even lines

 
 
 
Small oval shape works great for Eye Color detail

 
 
 
Flexible oval shape allows for easy color application

 
 
 

Soft, full oval shape is ideal for blending Eye Color

 
 
 
Wide, tapered bristles allow for quick and even coverage

 
 

Firm oval shape helps to blend and apply Eye Color with control 

 
 
 
Long, tapered bristles are porous yet  soft to the touch and 
are ideal for blending Eye Colors

 
 
 Dense, soft, short bristles are ideal for creating a smoky eye

 
 
 

Small fan-shaped bristles allow for coverage from the inner 
corner to the outer edge of the eye

 
 
Fine angle is ideal for applying cream products to hard-to-
reach areas

#920 angle liner

#900 round liner

#100 round liner

#350 shadow blender

#210 angle liner

#500 mini fan mascara

#330 shadow fluff

#300 shadow blender

#340 large oval

#320 oval shadow

#810 smudger

#800 crease

synthetic

synthetic

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

synthetic

22
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 Tapered bristles are ideal for creating a precise lip line   

Tapered bristles are ideal for creating a precise lip line

Straight, narrow edge is ideal for under the lash line for  
maximum coverage

 
 
 
Straight, tight edge helps to create and blend lines with control

 
 
 
 
Soft fan-shaped bristles are ideal for removing powder from 
under the eyes and other hard-to-reach areas 
 

Dense bristles are soft to the touch and angled for precise,  
controlled contouring

 
 

Dense, dome-shaped bristles are soft to the touch and 
ideal for gently gliding color onto the skin

 
 

Ultra-soft bristles remove and deposit powder products 
with ease

 
 

Squared, flexible bristles are versatile and easy to manipulate 
to achieve a variety of character looks

 
 

Tapered bristles are ideal for applying cream products to 
hard-to-reach areas or for creating a precise lip line

 
 
 
Ultra-fine bristles blend cream products smoothly and 
evenly around the face

#310 lip

#310s lip - portable

#510 duster

#720 powder

#700 cheek contour

#400 narrow flat

#940 foundation

#710 powder/blush

#930 concealer

#910 stipple

#410 wide flat BROWS/FACE/EYES

CHARACTER MAKE-UP/EYES

LIPS

FACE

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural hair

natural / synthetic hair

synthetic

natural hair

synthetic

natural hair
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palettes*
4-HOLE EYE COLOR
8-HOLE EYE AND CHEEK COLOR
10-HOLE CHEEK COLOR
12-HOLE EYE COLOR

space saver:  Use Palettes as an 

organizational tool to clean up cluttered 

drawers. Divide your Eye and Cheek 

Colors for day and evening looks or create 

a separate palette for travel. Palettes lay 

flat when open and can be easily stacked 

where counter space is limited. 
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4 HOLE EMPTY EYE COLOR PALETTE
The Basics: This empty palette holds four of the MUD Eye Colors. This 
4-Hole Palette is perfect for traveling or carrying in a make-up bag for 
touch-ups.

8 HOLE EMPTY CHEEK / EYE COLOR PALETTE
The Basics: Make-Up Designory’s empty 8-Hole Palette allows the user 
to combine six refill Eye Colors and two refill Cheek Colors. This versatile 
palette is great for traveling or on-set use.

10 HOLE EMPTY CHEEK COLOR PALETTE
The Basics: Make-Up Designory’s empty 10-Hole palette is slim and pro-
fessional. This palette holds ten MUD Cheek Colors.

12 HOLE EMPTY EYE COLOR PALETTE
The Basics: Make-Up Designory’s empty 12-Hole palette is slim and pro-
fessional. This palette holds twelve MUD Eye Colors.

CHEEK COLOR REFILLEYE COLOR REFILL

* Note: Palettes are sold empty. Please see Eyes and Cheeks section for available refill colors.

25
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pro*
HIGHLIGHT/SHADOW PALETTE 

FOUNDATION PALETTE #1
FOUNDATION PALETTE #2

CORRECTOR PALETTE
CHARACTER/FX PALETTE

8-HOLE UNFILLED PALETTE
HD AIR

STAINLESS STEEL PALETTE
PALETTE KNIFE

SET BAG
3-N-1 BRUSH HOLDER

CONTINUITY FACE CHART

creating an organization system: 

On a fast-paced set, a systematic 

approach to organizing make-up 

and tools is essential. Customize 

Foundation and Corrector Palettes 

to eliminate extra packaging in your 

kit and for quick, convenient access.
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HIGHLIGHT/SHADOW PALETTE
The Basics: Creamy Highlights & Shadows are perfect for contouring 
cheekbones or sculpting dimension into the face. Slim the face, minimize 
strong features and highlight cheeks or jaw with these versatile shades. 

FOUNDATION PALETTE #1
The Basics: From a sheer, light tint to a flawless full-coverage finish,  
Make-Up Designory’s series of cool-to-warm, light-to-medium shades of 
cream foundations are versatile and easy to apply. Formulated for ultra-
smooth blending and application, coverage holds up beautifully under the 
most extreme conditions.

 

FOUNDATION PALETTE #2
The Basics: From a sheer, light tint to a flawless full-coverage finish,  
Make-Up Designory’s series of yellow-green, light-to-dark shades of cream 
foundations are versatile and easy to apply. Formulated for ultra-smooth 
blending and application, coverage holds up beautifully under the most 
extreme conditions. 

WB 2

YELLOW LIGHTLIGHT

WB 3

ORANGE LIGHT

WB 4

SHADING 1

WB 5

SHADING 2

CB 2

SHADING 3

CB 3

SHADING 4

CB 4

SHADING 5

CB 5

DW 5DC 5GY 3GY 2GY 1YG 3YG 2YG 1

REFILL

REFILL

REFILL
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CORRECTOR PALETTE
The Basics: Creamy, pigment-rich correctors designed to conceal and 
camouflage skin imperfections. The ultimate coverup for scars, blemishes, 
birthmarks or dark under-eye circles. Use alone or blend with Make-Up 
Designory’s Cream Foundations for a flawless, full-coverage make-up. 
Available in eight refillable colors. 

CHARACTER/FX PALETTE
The Basics: The Character/FX Palette is designed for creating a variety 
of injuries including cuts and bruises, and is formulated to hold up under 
today’s extreme production environments. This innovative palette will help 
you achieve a wide range of unique character looks. 

8-HOLE UNFILLED PALETTE
The Basics: Convenient 8-Hole Palette comes empty to make it  
easy to customize any combination of Make-Up Designory’s refillable 
cream products. Reusable eco-conscious palette eliminates the  
need for disposable, one-use make-up holders. The experts’ choice  
for its versatility and smart design. 
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STAINLESS STEEL PALETTE
The Basics: Reusable, stainless steel work palette is a must-have for 
blending colors and other make-up products. 

Quick Study: 
· Clean with 99% alcohol after every use 

PALETTE KNIFE
The Basics: Stainless steel palette knife is a must-have for removing 
cream make-up products from pots and palettes, quickly and easily.  
Protects make-up from cross-contamination. 

Quick Study: 
· Clean with 99% alcohol after every use

HD AIR
The Basics: Developed specifically for use with the airbrush, this silicone-
based formula goes on like make-up – rather than paint – to create sheer, 
beautiful coverage with a dewy appearance. Works seamlessly with any 
MUD cosmetic product. Choose from 22 shades, many of which have 
been formulated to exactly match certain MUD Cream Foundations, 
Cheek Colors, Highlights and Shadows. Also includes six colors for extra 
versatility when mixing and color-matching.

Quick Study: 
· Colors can be used alone or blended with any of the other airbrush colors
· Ideal for use with any MUD cosmetic product
· Always shake well before use

Tool School: 
· Ideal for use with a double-action airbrush
· Hold the airbrush so that the tip of the forefinger rests on the button that activates the airflow
· Press down on the button to start air flowing through the brush
· Pull back on the button to start the flow of make-up
· The size of the spray pattern will vary, depending upon the distance from the tip of the airbrush  
   to the face
· Air pressure should be set from seven to twelve pounds, depending upon the color being used

WB 2 WB 3 WB 4

CB 3CB 2 CB 4 CB 5

YG 1 YG 2 YG 3

GY 3DW 5

TULIPSWEET 
CHEEKS

LIGHT SHADING 4

BLACK BLUE MUSTARD OLIVE 
GREEN 
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SET BAG
The Basics: This durable, uniquely-designed Set Bag is perfect for  
organizing all of your make-up related essentials in one place for easy  
access. The large center compartment is surrounded by handy pockets 
for storing bottles and cans. A must-have for every make-up artist. 

3-N-1 BRUSH HOLDER
The Basics: This custom designed, 3-N-1 Brush Holder boasts three 
convenient functions, each ideal for keeping brushes organized and 
protected. Wear it as a waist belt for work on the go, use it as a stand-up 
holder for easy access to tools or simply roll it up and store your brushes 
safely. Durable black belt has a protective flap and several pouches to 
hold brushes and other essentials. 

Quick Study:  
· To stand up, remove Velcro strap from back of brush holder and bring around to the front,        
  pulling holder together slightly to support. Then reattach Velcro.

CONTINUITY FACE CHART (50 SHEETS)

The Basics:  Note every detail while creating unique make-ups using 
MUD’s custom designed Continuity Face Charts. The porous paper allows 
for realistic blending when using make-up or colored pencils. 

Quick Study:  
· Use as a continuity guide on set.
· Create custom looks for customers, sending them home with their own step-by-step make-up guide.
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accessories*
TWEEZERS
EYELASH CURLER
MANICURE SCISSORS
HAIR SCISSORS
DISPOSABLE MASCARA WANDS
DISPOSABLE PAPER PALETTE
2 OZ SPRAY BOTTLE
COTTON MAKE-UP APPLICATORS
POWDER PUFFS
35-WELL PALETTE
ORANGEWOOD STICKS 
EYELASHES

mud accessories line: 

Whether it’s disposable applicators 

needed to complete a look or travel 

spray bottles for storing liquids, MUD’s 

accessory line is sure to meet the needs 

of professional and everyday use. 

Accessories are packaged in individual, 

reusable pouches. A must-have for every 

make-up kit! 
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TWEEZERS
The Basics: These precision-crafted, stainless steel slant tweezers allow 
for a perfect grip for cleaning up around the brow area.

Quick Study: 
·  To clean up around brow area, quickly pull fine hairs in the direction of growth. For the perfect  
 eyebrow shape, follow natural arch of brow.

EYELASH CURLER
The Basics: Create perfectly curled lashes with Make-Up Designory’s 
professional stainless steel eyelash curler. The redesigned arch creates an 
even curl without creasing. One replacement silicone pad included.

Quick Study: 
·  For a glamorous look, carefully squeeze lash curler at the base of your lashes. Squeeze lightly  
 to avoid pinching. Slowly work the curler toward the end of the lashes to minimize creasing  
 and over-curling.

MANICURE SCISSORS
The Basics: Trim facial hair, brows and false eyelashes with these 
professional stainless steel manicure scissors.

Tool School: 
·  For perfectly sculpted brows, use a disposable mascara wand to gently brush hairs in an  
 upward motion before trimming strays. Carefully trim with tip pointed out, away from face. 
· Customize false lashes to the desired size before application. Never trim lashes after applied.

HAIR SCISSORS
The Basics: These professional quality stainless steel shears are perfect 
for trimming natural or synthetic hair for a variety character looks. 

DISPOSABLE MASCARA WANDS
The Basics: Create flawless lashes using Make-Up Designory’s individual 
Disposable Mascara Wands. Universal to any lash type with a flexible tip 
for easy application. 

Quick Study: 
·  Maintain proper sanitation during make-up application, use a clean wand for every layer of  
 Mascara or Brow Fix.
·  Use with MUD’s Volumizing or Cream Mascara and gently brush onto lash starting at the base  
 and working out to the tips. 
·  To tame unruly brows, use a clean wand with MUD’s Brow Fix. 

DISPOSABLE PAPER PALETTE
The Basics: This wax coated Disposable Paper Palette is ideal for easy 
clean up in between make-up applications. Use to mix foundation, lipstick, 
lip glosses and glazes together to create quick custom colors.  
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2 OZ SPRAY BOTTLE
The Basics: Keep liquids organized and separated with Make-Up 
Designory’s plastic 2oz spray bottles. Conveniently sized for travel, fits 
perfectly into any professional kit or cosmetic bag. 

COTTON MAKE-UP APPLICATORS
The Basics: Professional quality, double sided point tip applicators are 
a must have for any make-up kit. The firm pointed tips allow for precise 
application and blending, giving ultimate control.

Quick Study: 
·  Use pointed tips to blend or adjust any unwanted harsh lines.  
·  Use to clean up hard-to-reach areas.

POWDER PUFFS
The Basics:  Create a flawless, matte finish using these soft velour puffs. 
Specifically designed to pick up and hold powder for an even application.  
Available in packs of 2 or 10.

Quick Study: 
·  Use with MUD’s Loose Powder working product into the center of the puff. 
·  Lightly press onto skin over top of MUD HD Air or Cream Foundation to set product. 

35-WELL PALETTE
The Basics: Conveniently store up to 35 of your favorite lipsticks 
and cream products in this sleek plastic palette. Great for organizing 
customized colors for easy access on set.   

Quick Study:
·  Middle divider may be used as a mixing palette. 
·  Never pour hot product into the palette. 

Tool School: 
·  Use the stainless steel palette knife to press your favorite creams into desired section. 

ORANGEWOOD STICKS
The Basics: These finely grained wooden sticks are ideal for applying 
MUD’s false eyelashes.

Quick Study: 
·  Use the tip of the Orangewood Stick to gently press false lashes onto desired area of lash line. 
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EYELASHES
The Basics: Professional quality eyelashes, in a variety styles from natural 
to high-fashion.

Quick Study: 
·  Before applying lash strips, measure and trim any excess using MUD’s Manicure Scissors. 
·  Apply a small amount of lash glue to base of strips or individual lashes. Allow 30-60 seconds  
 of drying time for glue to become tacky. 
·  Use MUD’s Orangewood Sticks to gently guide false eyelashes to base of lash line.
·  For a dramatic look, use MUD’s Cake Eyeliner over the lash line.
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shop*
MAKE-UP DESIGNORY
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
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LOS ANGELES
129 S, San Fernando Blvd. 

Burbank, CA 91502 
818.729.9420

NEW YORK
375 W Broadway # 202 

New York, NY 10012 
212.925.9250

MAKE-UP DESIGNORY

Make-Up Designory (MUD) was founded over a decade ago by accom-
plished professional make-up artisans.

Today we immerse students in the fundamentals of make-up artistry for 
the entertainment, fashion, and retail cosmetics industries at three cam-
puses: Los Angeles, New York and Ljubljana. Our state-licensed instruc-
tors have years of professional expertise in their respective fields of film, 
television and fashion. They can train you in a variety of subjects and help 
you discover your own unique style.

Make-Up Designory Los Angeles

Make-Up Designory (MUD) is centrally located just north of down-
town Los Angeles in Burbank, California. For those in the know, this is 
where much of the magic of Hollywood is actually created. Our 15,000 
square-foot Burbank campus is outfitted with everything you need to 
learn and grow, including eleven classrooms, student facilities, two 
photo studios, a student lounge, our library/resource center, retail store 
and administrative offices.

Make-Up Designory New York

Want to get inspired? No other city brings together the best of the 
theater, cosmetics, entertainment and fashion industries like New York. 
MUD’s New York campus is located in SoHo, a hip downtown Manhattan 
neighborhood known for its eclectic array of designer boutiques, make-up 
flagship stores, funky cafes and upscale restaurants. Our New York facility 
includes six classrooms, video and photography areas, administrative of-
fices, and the MUD shop.
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EU Distribution:
Make-Up Designory Europe d.o.o  
Rimska Cesta 13, Ljubljana 1000, Slovenia
www.mudeurope.com

Romania:
B&C Exclusive SRL 
Piata 1 Mai, nr.1-2, Cluj-Napoca 400058, 
Romania
www.mudshop.ro 

Ireland:
Flair-Hair and Beauty Supplies 
Unit 29, Mulvoy Business Park, Sean Mul-
voy Road, Galway, Ireland
www.flair.ie

Spain:
Tevian 
Isabel La Catlica N’9 Entlo, Valencia, 
46004, Spain
www.tevian.com

Greece:
Creative Group R. Ferraiou 42. Pallini, 
Athens Greece 15351
www.e-creativegroup.gr

Scandinavia:
Kosmetolog Skolen Cidesco 
Noerre Soegade 49, Copenhagen,  
K DK-137, Denmark
www.kosmetologskolen.dk

Turkey:
MUD Istanbul Medikal Kosmetik Ithalat 
Ihracat Sanayi Tic.Ltd.Sti, Talatpasa Cad, 
Kamelya Houses A Blok D:2, Esenkent/
Esenyurt/Istanbul, Turkey

Croatia:
MUAC d.o.o. za poduku i trgovinu
Fabkovićeva 3, 10.000 Zagreb, Croatia

Dominican Republic:
Pares Corporation S.A.
Calle Primera Casa #16
Urb. Paraiso ll.
Santiago de los Caballeros,  
Republica Dominicana

Ghana:
Allure Ghana LTD. 
#14 Mission St. Kuku Hill, Osu R.E. Accra, 
Ghana, West Africa
www.alluresdc.com

India:
Blossom Kochhar Beauty Products Pvt Ltd 
A-100/1 Okhla Ind. Area Phase-II
New Delhi 110020, India

Jamacia:
Urban Beauty 
39 Lady Musgrave Road Suite #4  
Kingston 5, Jamaica

Morocco:
So Glam Concept Store
152, Twin Center Mall.
Maarif. Code Postal: 20100
Casablanca, Morocco

Philippines:
Sprint Asia Logistics Inc. 
Rm. 302 Quadstar Bldg #80 Ortigas Ave. 
Greenhills
San Juan City 1500, Philippines
www.sprintasiabeauty.com

Nigeria:
Bellezza Cosmetics and Spa 
12B Fatai Idowu Arobieke, Off Admiralty 
Road, Lekki Phase 1, Lagos, Nigeria
www.mudnigeria.com

Canada:
Salon Centre
Unit 7-1680 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, MB, Canada R3H 1H6
www.saloncentre.ca

Mexico: 
Distribuidora atiempo APC
S.A. de C.V.
Regina No. 1631. Col. Providencia
Guadalajara, Jalisco
México. C.P. 1631

Japan:
Chunichi Beauty College
4-11-23 Meieki-Minan=mi
Nakamura-Ku, Nagoya 453-0003
Japan

MUD Pro Shop + MUD School

MUD Distributors
For a list of retailers go to  
www.mudshop.com

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
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All of our make-up and tools go through a rigorous testing process in  

challenging, real-world situations, from the harsh conditions of a remote 

film location to the bright lights of Broadway. Through this trial by fire,  

we continue to perfect each product until we see consistently exceptional  

results. Only then, does it receive our “MUD-Certified” stamp of approval. 

It’s all about honest performance. 

We believe the true purpose of make-up is to correct, cover and conceal. 

From our award-winning mascara to our creamy foundations, luxurious 

lipsticks to our silky eye shadows, each of our distinctive products  

performs as it’s meant to: precisely and beautifully. 
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To purchase MUD products, visit one of our retailers or MUD shops.

For a complete list of retail locations, please visit www.mudshop.com

mud shop los angeles  
129 S. San Fernando Blvd.  
Burbank, CA 91502 
818-729-9420

mud shop new york
375 W. Broadway
Basement Retail 
New York, NY 10012
212-925-9250

mud shop ljubljana
Rimska cesta 13
1000 Ljubljana 
Slovenia
+386-1-6200-348 

youtube.com/makeupdesignory

make-up designory
make-up designory europe

download our free iphone app

myspace.com/mudcosmetics

twitter.com/makeupdesignory

download our free android app

mudblog.netCONNECT WITH US:
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